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1. (a)Derive the equation of motion in tensor form:

I

@)Takethe dot product of the velocity vector v with the equation of motion and introduce the potential
A

energy (per unit mass)

4 , defined by

derive the following equation of change for mechanical energy:

-(V.pv)-p(-V.v)-(V.[r.v])-(-7 :Vv)

(2)

(5%)

(c)What is the physical meaning of the terms in Eq.(l) and Eq.(2)

(5%)

I

(d)For constant p and p , insert the Newtonian expression for r from Eq.(3)

I

to develop the following well-known Navier-Stokes equation:
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2. (a) Put the following four substances in order of increasing thermal conductivity and give the reasons
for your answer: aluminum (100 OC), brick (20 OC), aluminum (20 "C), brick (100 OC). (4%)
(b) Which of the following equations most accurately describes the transient decay of the temperature of a
fluid-filled tank. The tank (mass m, surface area A, overall heat transfer coefficient U,specific heat
capacity including contents,

d , ) is initially at To, and the ambient air temperature is

TQ.

Give the reasons for your choice.
(6%)
(c) A triangular fin (equilateral cross-section, side length b, length L; b << L) extends from a solid wall into
a fluid. The wall is at temperature Tw, and the fluid is at temperature T,. Heat is transferred from the fin
to the fluid according to the flux expression
qfin-fluid

= h(T

- Ta).

Here, h is the heat transfer coefficient. Assume that the temperature in the fin depends only on z (the
direction normal to the solid wall) and all relevant physical properties, such as the fin density p ,
specific heat capacity

?,

, and thermal conductivity k and h, are independent of temperature.

(i) Use a shell energy balance to obtain a differential equation for the unsteady-state temperature
distribution in the fin, T(z,t) in the following form

Give the expressions for A and B. Note that the area of an equilateral triangle of side length b is
(6%)
(ii) At steady state, give the appropriate boundary conditions for T(z).
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3 .(a)For abinary diffusion, show that the corresponding Fick's first law can also be expressed as

I

where c is the total molar concentration, v, is the velocity of species i (i = A or B), DM is the diffusion

coefficient, xi is the mole fraction of species i. (5%)
@)Startingwith the equation of continuity of component A in a binary mixture of A and B:

I

I

where PA is the mass concentration of A, n, is the combined mass flux of A and r~ is the production oi
mass of A per unit time per unit volume by chemical reactions, convert this to the following for constan1
total mass concentration p:

where v is the mass average velocity of the mixture. (5%)
(c)An early mass-transfer study of oxygen transport in human tissue won a Nobel prize for August Krough
By considering a tissue cylinder surrounding each blood vessel, he proposed that the diffision of oxyger
away from the blood vessel into the annular tissue (with the inner radius of R1and the outer radius of R2:
was accompanied by a zero-order reaction; that is, Roz =-m, where m is a constant. The reaction wa:
necessary to explain the metabolic consumption of the oxygen to produce carbon dioxide. Since thc
tissue cylinders were believed to be arranged in a hexagonal bundle, the following boundary condition:
were suggested:
at r=R1, Po2=Poz,l,the average oxygen pressure value between the arterial and venous ends of the blood
vessel
at r=R2, dPoz/dr=O, due to the identical oxygen fluxes from the neighboring tissue cylinders
Determine the concentration (in terms of Pm) profile as a fiinction of r, and the flux of oxygen that
enters the tissue cylinder. (10%)
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(a) Consider a layer of insulation around the outside of a cylinder of radius r, and length L. The
3

cylinder has a temperature T, at r, (as shown in the following figure). The outer surface of
insulation is at T2 and is exposed to an environment of To where convective heat transfer occurs.
When insulation is added, it decreases T2 but increases surface area for heat loss. As a result, there is
a critical thickness where heat loss is at a maximum. Please derive the equation for calculation of this
critical thickness. (8%)
(b) An electric wire of diameter 1.5 mm,covered with a plastic insulation (thickness = 2.5 mm) is
exposed to air at 300K and ho = 20 w l m 2-K. The insulation has a k of 0.4 Wlm-K. It is assumed that
the surface temperature of wire is constant at 400K. Calculate the heat loss per meter of wire, heat loss
aRer insulation and the critical thickness of insulation for this case. (12%)

S.(a)Briefly discuss the following questions:
(i)Which type of cake is easier for filtration operation, compressible or incompressible? Explain. (2%)
(ii)What is critical moisture? How is it used in the derivation of drying rate? (3%)
(iii)What is breakthrough curve in adsorption operation? Discuss the relationship between its shap
and the performance of a column. (5%)
(b)An antibiotic is to be extracted from water to solvent at pH 2.5, where KD (partition coefficient of th
antibiotic between solvent and water) = 15. If the solvent flow rate is set at 0.5 times the water rat€
how many ideal stages would be required for 95% recovery? (10%)

